Abstract
The SPURport goal is to p rovide the earthquake community with a collaborative environment for research on Seismic Performance of Urban Regions (SPUR) and training of future earthquake engineers. It demonstrates the ability to use NEESgrid resources at any location through a Web Browser. For the first time, the NEESgr id software releases are used in a substantial application and it give s us an opportunity to provide NEESgrid developers feedback. Finally, it adds to the simulation capability of NEES.
Large-Scale Seismic Performance of Urban Regions, SPUR
Under this effort, currently underway, a Web-based distributed interactive simulation framework is being created to facilitate investigation of the response of urban regions to a major earthquake and to educate future earthquake engineers. The goal is to provide damage estimates based on the best available information. Ultimately this will l ead to earthquake related risk analysis enabling policy-makers and emergency response agencies to plan for remediation and emergency response through what-if scenarios. Critical for the success of this distributed framework is an adequate middle-tier support that would allow for coupling of ground motion simulation codes with structural response simulations, with the capability of accessing many different input data sets and modifying simulation parameters. The configuration files must be persistent, as the simulations are to be performed repeatedly by non-expert users. This is a multidisciplinary effort undertaken jointly with researchers from Mississippi State University, Carnegie Mellon University and University of California, Berkeley with NSF support.
Functionality of SPURport
The fundamental functionality of the SPURport is performing real time simulations of structural responses to ground motion caused by an earthquake. The steps needed to setup simulations are shown in Figure 1 .
The context for a simulation is determined by three components: the earthquake model, the structure model and the inventory of structures. The earthquake model (or fault type) defines the ground motion. The actual simulations of earthquakes, very complex and computationally expensive have been performed by our collaborators at Carnegie Mellon University [4] , and the SPURport provides access to a repository of the results of these simulations. The structure models, as well as OpenSees-based structure simulation framework have been provided by our partners at University of California at Berkeley [5] . Finally, the earthquake region is populated by structures of a given type and the performance of the entire population is simulated. The result is a distribution of potential damages in the region. The statistical analysis of population performance has been done off-line (again, computationally very expensive), and SPURport provides access to the repository of results. A typical use of the SPURport is as follows. The user selects an earthquake model. The selection is guided by a metadata viewer; in addition the user may visualize the data. In the second step, the user selects a structure type, and sets its parameters creating an instance of the structure. Next, the user selects a particular method of populating the region, and selects pre-computed distributions for the selected earthquake model. Finally, the user places the previously defined structure instance at desired location on the distribut ion plot and runs the real-time simulation. The results of the simulations are Figure 1 , the user may use SPURport in different ways as well.
SPURport Front End
The Front End of SPURport is a Chef [6] teamlet, and thus it is seamlessly integrated with the rest of the NEESgrid user interface. This integration makes it possible to directly use NEESgrid/Chef user authentication mechanisms. The SPURport user interface is implemented as a single applet. Figure 2 shows the layout of the SPURport GUI. The buttons on the left hand side selects different NEESgrid portlets (here SPURport is selected). The four text fields in the upper part of the SPURport applet display all currents selections that the user has made: EQ model, Structure Model, Inventory and Simulation (here, apparently at the beginning of a user session, only EQ Model is selected). The rest of the applet frame is taken by the Swing Tabbed Pane: each tab corresponding to a particular function. The tabs are described in the following sections. The EQ Model pane is divided into three panels. are resolved into the physical location of the file. After clicking the "Show" button, the contents of the selected file is streamed to the Java2D-based display.
Earthquake Model selection
To achieve this functionality, the applet invokes a SPURport middle-tier services: Metadata Service and Streaming Services (a combination of Globus GASS, and NEESgrid NSDS -NEESgrid Streaming Data Service). These services as well as services employed by other tabs, including Globus-based Job Submission Service, are described in the section "SPURport middleware" below.
The buttons at the lower part of the left hand panel facilitate direct user interactions with the metadata server for adding, modifying or deleting metadata records. This mechanism makes it possible for the user to temporarily associate "private" data with the SPURport.
To share a new dataset with others, the user must submit the newly registered dataset to the repository curator (currently the portal administrator).
Structural Model

Figure 3: SPURport GUI: structural model selection
The layout of the Structural Model pane, shown in Figure 3 , is similar to the previous one. However, the functionality is different: through this interface, the user configures the simulation code. The procedure is similar to that we used in our previous portals, Gateway and Distributed Marine Environment Forecast System [7] . The key concept here is "grid job" or "application descriptor". The grid job is an XML document (metadata) comprised of three parts: application signature (name, credits, support, and the like), description of the application parameters including i/o specification, and instructions how to run it (e.g., location of the executables, values of environmental variables, etc). While the first two parts of the grid job are application specific, the third one is different for each platform where the application is installed. This explains why in Figure 3 some models (e.g., shear beam model) are listed twice: one corresponds to installation at NCSA systems, and the other at Mississippi State University. Part of the information included in the job signature is displayed as model metadata in the central panel. The application parameter part is used to automatically generate an application GUI located in the upper part of the right hand panel: the default values of all application parameters registered into the grid job are displayed there. The user is free to adjust the values to his needs. The content of the third part is used to automatic generation of the RSL document to be submitted to the Job Submission Service. Conceptually, the third part of the application descriptor is equivalent to JSDL -Job Submission Description Language being defined by the Global Grid Forum JSDL working group.
Once the user sets the application parameters and presses the "save as" button, an instance of a "ready" grid job is created ("ready" because it is configured, thus ready for submission). A list of ready instances are listed at the lower part of the right hand panel.
In the context of SPURport, a ready grid job represents a particular structure.
The functionality of this pane is supported by the Metadata Service.
Individual Structural Simulation
Since the two next tabs, Inventory, and Regional Structural Simulation do not include any new portal implementation features, for the sake of brevity, we skip their description in this paper, and move directly to the Individual Structure Response tab, shown in Figure 4 .
The left hand side panel shows the distribution of U max (maximum displaceme nt of the top most floor) for the selected period of structure oscillations and ductility. This is one of the results of the regional simulations, i.e., for the selected inventory of the structures. The white rectangle in the central part of the plot shows the location of the fault, and the white dot inside the rectangle the epicenter of the simulated earthquake. The other white dot (result if placing the cursor in that spot and clicking the left mouse button) indicates the location of the individual structure to be simulated. The selection of the location of the structure can be guided by different distributions (different values of period, ductility or different variables) for the selected inventory, or distribution of the peak values of acceleration/velocity/displacement) along WS/NS axis or their absolute values. The implementation of the inventory distributions display is very similar to that of the ground motion (described in section EQ Model above). The file to be streamed to the display is identified by the sextet: Earthquake Model, Structure Model, Inventory, Period, Ductility and Variable. The box in the upper part of the right hand panel lists all instances of the selected structure type (shear beam model in Figure 4 ). The procedure of creating the instances of the structures is described in section "Structural model" above. Once the structure instance and its location are selected, the user can perform three operations (by using buttons in the middle of the right hand side panel). The "Acceleration" button displays the time history of acceleration at the selected location ( Figure 5 shows an example). This is achieved by running (through the Job Submission service) a small program at the data location (i.e., the selected EQ Model) to extract the data for the selected grid point and streaming data to the applet.
By clicking the "Run" button, the simulation is executed in synchronous mode. First the time history data is extracted, but instead of streaming it to the applet, it is moved to the host that will run simulations (say, from PSC to NCSA using File Transfer Service), the application part of the ready grid job is reformatted to be a valid input file for the OpenSees, and transferred from the SPURport server to the target host. Next, the host specific part of the ready job is converted to the RSL document and sent to the Job Submission service. The output of the simulation is saved on the target host and simultaneously streamed (via the Streaming Service) to the applet -the Java2D display in the center panel -that animates the results of the animation as it runs. Once the application is completed, the use has an option to save the results. In this case the data is transferred from the target host to the repository maintained by the SPURport server, and its name appears on the list of simulations in the lower part of the right hand panel. At a later time, the user can select a simulation from the list and replay it. In the replay mode, the data is streamed from the repository to the applet using the Streaming Service.
Finally, the "Submit" button runs the simulation in asynchronous mode. After clicking the button, the small green square in the central part of the right hand side panel turns red. All steps in asynchronous mode are identical to the synchronous mode, with one exception. The results are not streamed to the applet. Instead, after the job completes, the output file is automatically transferred to the repository (under a name specified by the user). Once this is done, the small square turns back green and at this time the user can visualize the results using the "replay" button. This is a very simplistic solution with a strong limitation that only one "batch" job can be run at a time (per user). For the next release we are preparing the persistence service for maintaining multiple batch jobs.
SPURport middleware
The SPURport middle-tier server extends the NEESgrid Point of Presence server (NEESpop). In addition to services developed by NEESgrid, notably NSDS, we use generic OGSI/Globus services: GSI FTP/gridFTP, GRAM/MMJFS, GASS, as well as services developed by ourselves: metadata service and job submission service. All Grid service clients (Java CoG [8] ) are implemented in the middle tier with one exception, NSDS (the applet receives data from the NSDS server).
Metadata Service
The Metadata Service handles descriptions of both SPURport data and applications. The data descriptors are displayed in the SPURport front end guiding the user in the process of data selection. More importantly, the data descriptors facilitate resolution of file names from logical to physical ones. Admittedly, we could have used NEESgrid Metadata Service and/or Globus Replica Locator Service for this purpose. The application descriptors are used to automatically generate applications GUIs, that is, to guide the user in the process of setting values of the application parameters. In addition, the application descriptors are used by the Job Submission Service for automatic generation of RSL documents, triggering file transfers and initializing Streaming Services.
.The metadata are stored in a relational database (postgress) accessed through Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB. In the case of the ground motion data, each physical file is assigned logical attributes: earthquake model (idealized strike slip, idealized thrust), variable (displacement, velocity, acceleration), axis (NS, EW, absolute value) and type (peak values/time history). The resolution of file names is thus achieved by executing a SQL query. The logical attributes are assigned during the data registration process (filling a form that pops up when the user press the "Add New Model" button shown in Figure 2) . We adopted the same approach to hand le the inventory data.
Application descriptors are more complex. In the first step a generic (or "abstract") application descriptor is registered. Currently SPURport supports two classes of structures, so-called Single Degree of Freedom (SDF) models and Shear Beam models, and the simulation of each of them is implemented as an OpenSees application. Description of the OpenSees framework is beyond the scope of this paper; from the perspective of the portal, the OpenSees application is just a Tcl script. Consequently, the two types of structures correspond to two distinct Tcl scripts. The structures are parameterized, and the values of these parameters are passed to OpenSees as the script arguments. The abstract application description comprises -the Tcl script signature (i.e., the information displayed in the front end in the middle panel in Figure 3 , which guides the user in the process of model selection), -list of the script arguments (which correspond one-to-one to the model parameters) together with the ir default values, -default location of the input files (time history of the ground accelerations), -default location of the output files, -location of the Tcl script at the target system, -values of the environmental variables needed to run OpenSees at the t arget system. The abstract descriptor is an XML file created once for each structure type for a given computer system. The creation of the abstract descriptor we call registration of the application and it is done by filling a form. The XML descriptors are stored in the database (as "blobs"), however, some of the signature parameters are exposed, so that the descriptors can be searched for using SQL queries. Note that the abstract application descriptors do not take any advantages of the specific features of OpenSees and can be used to register an arbitrary application to the SPURport.
In the next step, the abstract descriptor is used as a template to instantiate ready application descriptors, with default values replaced by the actual ones. The actual values of the model parameters come from the application GUI. The actual location of the input files is initialized by the user selecting the logical file, and then resolved by the Metadata Service. The final version of the ready descriptor is generated by the Job Submission Service that orchestrates file transfers and data streaming. The process of instantiating the ready descriptor handled by the Structure Model Application Descriptor Session EJBs.
Job Submission Service
The Job Submission Servic e (JSS) is a high level service that aggregates a number of low-level services. Ultimately, the jobs are submitted through Globus MMJFS/GRAM service. MMJFS is an OGSI/Globus 3.0 service and we use it to access resources managed by Globus 3.0 ( at Mississippi State University). However, most of the production systems still use Globus 2.4 (this is the case of NCSA and PSC), therefore we use GRAM clients as well.
The Globus resource allocation service requires a specification of physical resources (executables, files, etc.) in terms of the Resource Specification Language (RSL) object. The purpose of the high level Job Submission Service is to provide capability to specify Grid jobs using logical entities. JSS uses low level services, namely Metadata Services, File Transfer Services, and Data Streaming Services, to resolve logical names, stage the files and initialize data streaming, respectively. Once these preliminary steps are completed, JSS creates the RSL document and submits it to MMJFS/GRAM. JSS is also the target of MMJFS/GRAM notifications.
The architecture of the JSS is dictated by the architecture of the NEESgrid Streaming Data Service (NSDS). NSDS is designed to support streaming data from various data acquisition devices. To make use of it, we treat a numerical simulation as such a device. In the NSDS architecture, the device communicates with the rest of the system via a device driver. Therefore we implemented a "device driver" for the OpenSees (or any other numerical) simulations. Note that such architecture simplifies implementation of hybrid (physical and numerical) experiments.
The SUPRport device driver enables the simulation to stream data using NSDS protocols. However, the driver is not the ultimate source of the data to be streamed. Instead, it accepts data from objects implementing the Stream Provider interface. SPURport provides two implementations of the interface: one based on MMJFS/GRAM, and the other on GridFTP. The former is used to stream data from the simulation in real time as the application is executed, while the latter streams data from a file where the results from previously run simulations are saved ("reply"). It simplifies the implementation of the prototype when NSDS server runs on the same machine as the Web Server from where the SPURport applet is downloaded from. Therefore, the application submitted through MMJFS/GRAM typically runs on a system other than that were NSDS server is running. We solved that problem by using GASS service to stream the data from the target machine to the NSDS server which then forwards the stream to the applet. The employment of GASS described above is an example where the modifications to the ready state application descriptor are made by JSS rather than by the Metadata Service. Another example of such situation involves resolution of the input file. Since SPURport simulates individual structures, it requires acceleration history only at a single grid point where the structure is located. This data must be retrieved from the ground motion data repository. This is achieved by submitting a small job (via MMJFS/GRAM) to extract the data and then transfer it to the target system (GridFTP). From Metadata perspective, the final destination of the input file is arbitrary. It is JSS that makes the decision, ensuring that any two users do not overwrite each other's files. Nevertheless, the actual location of the input file must be specified in the RSL document.
The procedure of synchronous job submission in SPURport environment can be thus summarized as follows. JSS is invoked by the user request (applet making a secure HTTP connection to Java Server Page (JSP)). JSS implements a factory pattern, and responds by instantia ting a new thread responsible for the job execution. The thread is the NSDS device driver. The driver registers itself to the NSDS server and instantiates the Stream Provider. The Stream Provider retrieves the ready state application descriptor and finalizes it. This step involves creating a working directory at the target system, extracting and transferring input files, staging the Tcl script, and instantiating the GASS server on the target system. Finally, JSS converts the ready descriptor into RSL and invokes MMJFS/GRAM service. For asynchronous submission, the GASS streaming is not used. Instead, as soon as MMJFS/GRAM notifies about the successful job completion, the output file is transferred to the result repository, and a signal is posted for the client to refresh.
Conclusions
This paper presents a successful implementation of the SPURport a prototype Grid Portal for the earthquake engineering community. It extends functionality of the NEESgrid, which in turn, is an application of OGSI/Globus 3.0. We found that the implementation of a Grid portal is much easier when one introduces high-level middle-tier services that aggregate and coordinate lower-level services provided by the Globus toolkit. For example, our high level Job Submission Service orchestrates resolution of logical entities to physical ones, file transfers, and data streaming prior to actual the resources allocation. A specific architecture of the NEESgrid Streaming Data Service forced us to implement the Job Services as a device driver. The driver negotiates the access to NSDS. We see it as a new pattern of using Grid services that will makes use of the emerging WSAgreement protocols. Finally, we found it very useful to employ application descriptors that facilitate automatic generation of RSL documents.
